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r=our more days until spring
break, five more to Tempe

)
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Slim Pickins
By DEBBIE LEVY
LOBO Staff Writer
This semester's UNM graduates
have a better than average chance
of getting a job in Albuquerque or
in other parts of New Mexico if
their major field of study is in the
health sciences, engineering or
business.
At the national level, the average
for all available jobs is expected to
increase 20 percent, according to
reports issued by the U.S.
Department of Labor and the
Employment Security Commission
of New Mexico.
In New Mexico, the increase in
jobs is projected at 36 percent; in
Albuquerque, total job prospects
are expected to increase 42 percent.
Nationally and locally, occupational job prospects in health
sciences, c.~gineering and business
are good to excellent through 1985,
the reports stated.
However, a graduate leaving
college with a bachelor's degree in a
liberal arts major has fewer chances

,,

For All Engineering Fields

College Recruits Women
•

Sunday

Tuesday

Monday

Thursday

Wednesday

1

!\SUNM Film Ccmmincc
JHC\COI~: Two rilm~ by
Holli'i Framplon, "No~ralgia" &
''Tra .. clling. Malle", !:00 p.m ••
~UB Theatre. Free Video Tapc.'i,
"The Man Who Skied DO\' n MI.
hcrct.l .. , cont. rhru 31.5, IO·Jpm,
Mc.,al oungc, SUB,

5

UNM Symphony Orch.
Joel Rmenberg, Con·
dut:tor, leonard r-·clbcrg, violin &
Joanna Dekc}'r;crt cello. Per·
forming ohe Brahm's Double
Cont:'erto. 8:15pm SUB Ballroom.
Popejoy Haii!Cuhural Enl. Series
prc<.cnl:'i Same Timr Nt:\f Year,
Rroad.,ay hi! comedy, 8:15pm,

1~ BkycleRidcs,
New Mexico Wtu:-elmen
depart c\ery Sunday !O:OOam from
111 front of PC' pejoy liall, Open to
anyone over 13. For funher information plea~e call 2M-1232 or

6

FrcC Video Tapes: u1Jvg5
Bunny" & "Superman".
Cont. through 3/12. IOam-Jpm
Mc<ia lounge, SUB. Kathy h'c~·
Claw~on, Junior Recital, Voice.
R:l!ipm Keifer Halt.

7 PfC

ASUNM Fitm(·omm.
Pte\cnt<.: .5 lilm"i by two
women, Marie Menkcm's E,e
Music In R•d Major, M••od
Mondrlan and BaKatelle for
Willard Maas. Ah;o, Gun .. at
Nelo,un•s, Take orr ·and Fo~
Puma!i. 8:00Jlm SUB Theatre.

1s

14

13

8

I'JTC~Cnts:

Sic\ e, Marl in, April I,
tickcto; arc $1, $6, with a student
1.1>. S6. R:~OpmJoh.;on Oym.

Pof'lejoy Hall Presents:
The Audubon Wildlife Film
t.;C'ne~. ''Kangaroos C'.an•t
Corncrt'd." Tkket\ arc $2, Staff
and SIUdentc; $1.50 7:30pm
PnpcJo:-· Hall.

"'

.

264---7609.

-

19

UNMAn Museum-uppergalleries -"Early 201h
Cemury Photographs'' from the
coiled ion. Conlinues through
Anrill6.

26 EASIER!!!!

Saturday

Friday

2

lobo Ba~kc1ball v~;,
Coloradu State, 7:35 p.m.
UNM Arena. NM Women'<;
f.'orum 1978, ~pomorcd by UNM
\Vomcn''i Studic'i, Polilical Ra1Jy,
Workc,hop~ I.'Ont. thru 3''4 12·4
p.m. Mall.

9

StmJcnt One Act Produt·
lion~ !1:00pm Experimental
Th~·atrc. Rutley. ASUNM Film
CommitleC' Prc.;C'nt\; Tv.o f·itm~ by
Urkc llmllie, "Valentin De Las
Sierra,.," and "Quick Billy."
S:OOpmSUB Theatre.

16

Speakers Comm. Prc~cnt,t;:
Dr. Bruno Beuleheim, the
wnrhl rcno"'n"d and thought
pru,.ok ing child PWChologio;t.
$1·00pm SUB B:lllronm. l!N~l
A lAW Cham•
S""•mming
jli(lM'Iohip~
through J>IR, ao
[)urham. N.C.

4

3

him Comn1 prc~cnl"
"Vollnllirc..
Cicrmanv·
"ranee 1931, 7 & 9:15 p.nt. SUD
Women·.,
Theatre.
l!NM
lla;,kc!hall at NM St~uc 7:m p.m.
.. lite Cherry C1n.:hard" by 1\nliHI
('hcd.ho\-, nmt thru 3.·11 H:l~l
p.m. Rode~ Theatre. Pl'C L1H'
cnL nt Sub~\oi}· !-iHUion,tl:m p.m ..

I ohu Bac,kcrlmll ''· w,·u.

7:3(1, UNM Arena. l!NM
Wtmu.·n· .. ua .. kcl b;,IJ HI li'Tl·P,
7;,10 p.m. NM Women'\ hmnn
\\mk,hnp\-~.( luld Ahu.,c. R;IJ1C',
t>thcr.,, fur infn. ~:ali277.11HO, 10
I::!. jl(lUil, .J.(, p.ttl., Sl~B Rill . .2~0 IJ
&loo

1o

11

l!NM \\'t,mcn\. lrad

SPHJNCi IJH.h\1\!!!!
l·ricnd.,
t\mcru:;;m MtJ\ic.'
."'idmlnr,hil, ll~nl'f1t. AllrtU'i\lnll i~
"t~ • .,tutlcnl\ Sl.50. 8:1~pm h:cllct

.all rcla~ & JlCiltmhon. cunl.
lhtllll!!h J ·11
ASllN~I Fllm
Comtmll~ Prc,cm'i: "Nc\cr Gi\e
Suder an hen IJrcak,"
{US 1941} \\llh W.C. tichh, "The
Boat." v.i:h nu~tcr !\eaton.
1:00Jlm & 9:15j"'m Sl 1D Theatre.
PH' Prc.o;cnt<,: tl\.c Er11.

•

,,r

Uotll. 1\SUNM 1-•ltn ('nnnnilt~o.'C
l'n.·,~·mo,; "Dc .. ign ror 11\lllg:·
tl•~ fi)ll) with <lary Cm~ncr. 7:00

& 9: I ~J'IIIl Sl 1B Theatre.

17

UNM Men·~ Vanity Golf!
Frc\no Stiile Golr Cla'lo\IL,
m f·tc\110, Calif0111ia, through
3 ·18.

18

PopejoyHall&Sandia
lo.:iwani.~

Club of Alb.

The Aucluhon Wildlife
Film St-riL~ - A Tour and Film
California'~ Mi'losion Trail. Tickets
arc $2, o,tarr and :o;tudentr; 11.50.
7:30pm Popejoy Hall.

pre~ent'lo:

-

.

20

Cla\~C" Reo;umcToday
Free
Video
Tapes:
"Bra ... crmail Rock Garden ...
Continuou.; showing through
3l26. 10am·3Jlm Mesa lounge,
SUB.

27

r··rce Vitlco Tapes:
"Behind the Sccnco;"
Ctmtinuou.; o;howing. Showing
unti1412 IOant·Jpm Me$a l.ollngc,
SUB.

22

21

UNM Men's VarsiryGolf,
We:r;tern Inter-Collegiate, ar
Santa Cruz, Calif. Continue\
throllgh jJ24. 3 Filma ken· I
Subject "Hold Me While- I'm
Naked, .. "Geography or lh•
Body,•• ''The Golden Post11ons."
Rpm SUB Theatre.

28

23

Film C:omm. Prc~c.-nr~:
"Talk Toward Vi'lomnce:
The Ma\tN a[ 4s..-·· Stan
Brakhagc'<. "Riddle' ·or Lumen,"
.. Star L:uden'' and .. We.;tern
Hl..,lory" will be o;crccncd. 8:00pm
~UB Thea!Tc.

25

24

Women's TennisConference Marehe~. al Las
Cruces, Continues through 3125.
Arlcmus Edward'i, Bas~oon,
George Robert, Piano; assisred by
Frank Bowen, Flule and Leonard
Fe! berg, Violin. 8:15pm Keller

ASUNM fiim Comm.
Prc~cnt~ ,_Stan Breakhagc·
an ~f'tHl -the great ma!ilcrorthc
Avant-Gardc will be a! the SlJB
Thcat rc 1unigh1 to ~how four "f his
lateo.t 111mo,: ''Tragcod1a.•• "The
(J{)\Crnor... "Short him\ 7~" and
.,Sl-wrt J·•hm 7(J,H fht\
an
upporwnuy not 10 be rru .. wd

"

Our Speciality
Italian Food

Buon Appetito

1\SUNM f'ilm C'omm.-

"OIIe\<; Who's Comming to
Dinner'!" iUS/19691. Starring
Ka!hcrine Hepburn. Spencer
Tnu:y, anrJ Sidney Poiticr. 7:00 &
9:15pm SUD Theatre.

.

Hall.

30

UNMAn Museum. Lower
Gallery
''Later
20th
{'entury Pht"~tographs from lh•
Collc-Lilon.'' MU'>cum i\ O['!Cn
lue<i.·Fri. IOatn-5pm and Sunday,
l]lm-Spm through 4/23.

31

lJNM Women·~ Son·
._
ball Conference Oamcs at
UNM. Conlinou~ through April I.
ASUNM Film Comm. f)re~cnt~Srttn lhc:tkhagc in pcnC111 -... the
~reilt in3\ICr o( the Avant·Gardc
w1/l he a1 !he SUB Theatre toniglll
to \hnw four of hi-. la!C\1 film~

JAZZ NIGRr
at
MOLLY'S

..~ eadq uarters
·.

Every Sunday

'"11ero NW

'Town

5626 Menaul NE

255-3040

1

8:00 ·11:30 p.m.

8904 Menoul N.E.

•

,'

By Doris Martinez
LOBO Staff Writer
Being an engineer does not
necessarily mean wearing a hard
hat. Nor does it mean you have to
beaman.
The Engineering· Program for
Women (EPW) at UNM began Jan.
I, 1977. Delores Etter, director of
EPW said, "Engineering is applying ~cience and technology to
solving problems. It could mean
working out in the field or it could
mean working in u lab."
EPW is a four-year progl'am.
Ettct' said, "The main objective of
the program is to make information
about EPW available to women
interested in engineering. We try to
reach women in high school and let
them knllW about our program."
Etter will be the first UNM
woman to receive a doctorate in
electrical cnltinccring. She ~aid,
"It's very cxcitinl',. There',~ not
much a woman can he f'inr at
anymore."

It wasn't until recently, Etter
explained, that wome have
branched out from electrical
engineering. "We now have many
women in most of the departments
such as civil and chemical
engineering."
In the fall of 1977, Etter continued, there were l I 4 women
enrolled in the College of
Engineering. "We would really like
to see that figure increase."
Figures were not available for
this semester, Etter said.

Rosemarie Caraway, a freshman
studying bio-medical engineering
said that she hadn't given much
thought to bc~oming ..tJJ engineer
until she looked into EPW.
"Other
people
rnay
see
engineering strictly as a man's
field,'' Caraway said. "I don't sec
it that way. It's nol really as
frightening as other women might
sec it. l've really enjoyed it.
"My chances of getting a job arc
much better by studying bio·
medical engineering than just
studying biology."
Caraway said after she completes
all the courses required for a degree
in bio-medical engineering she will

not have to take any additional
courses to get into medical school.
"If I decide to go to medical
school, I think it will be easier for
me because of the technical
background I'll have."
If she accides to IJL<eome a
doctor, Caraway said, she will be
able to design her own equipment.

She said by the time she graduates
she from engineering she will be
able to design machinery like lifesupport systems.
Caraway said it didn't bother her
being a minority in the engineering
d"epartment. "!-don't think having
women in the classroom bothers the
men. I think it really bothers them

though when the women turn out to
be belt er."
John McDermott, a junior in the
College of Engineering said,
"Having women in the classroom is
a very positive thing. It spurs interaction during class discussions.
It's nice having the women ari)imd.
They're fun as consultants."

Community College
Basketry Instruction Offered
By JANET HOELZEL
LOBO Staff Writer
Marge Bardackc has made
baskets out of things ranging from
paper to gourds. She has al>o used
nlrJ sheets, denim, jure, yarn,
beads, feather> and clay. Her
basket\ have appeared in art
gall eric\ 11cross the <:ountry.
She has a reputation as an innovator in basketry. Her 1\0rk can
be .~cen in Albuquerque at the
Maripo.~a (iallery or at the Hill<
Gallery in Santa Fe.
Although
BarrJuckc
uses
traditional American Indian
basket weaving techniques, her
baskets are not traditional. They
often look more like a piece of pic,
a box or a bowl.
In addition to making baskets
and serving the community as an
interior designer, Bardackc also
teaches a beginning community
~ollege class in contemporary
basketry. The class will start March

6.
"People who have never made
•Ill) (hing before get a great 5Cnsc of
~elf-satifaction
in
making
something with their hands. ·rhcy
\\ illllls,1 de\ clop a sense of aesthetic
awareness," Bardacke said.
"It's a great kind of therapeutic
thing; in a sense it's like the rhythm
and peacefulness )"OU get from
jogging. It's a repetitive process
that's in some way mind-freeing,
because it doesn't take a lot of care
and attention," she continued.
.
.
The only prerequisite t'or the
Marge Borrlocke Is sta~tdlng inside a basket She hm made.
class is that a person must never Her.bssket woTkll llave oppoared in art gallr.,iell acro!lS tilt! coufltry,
say, "I can't.", Bardackc said.
·

of landing a job in his field.
The occupational fields expected
to grow faster than average include
all health-related fields except
pharmacy. Others expected to grow
arc law, public relations, ac·
counting, chemistry, urban and
regional planning, banking and
finance, architecture, vocational
and educational counseling,
engineering and advertising. A
college degree is required for these
jobs.
In law and advertising, competition is expected to be keen
because such fields appeal to a wide
range of people, the reports stated.
Competition will also increase in
engineering, accounting, banking
and the medical professions
because of the larger number5 of
qualified graduates entering the job
market. In many occupations,
however, such as engineering and
nursing, the demand for applicants
will still exceed the supply.
Career services advcisor Tina
Ludutsky-Taylor said the big
recruitment areas are engineering
and business.
"The number of recruiters is not
indicative of the number of jobs
available," she said. "Large
corporations are the only ones
which can afford to send recruiters
around the country."
The
biggest
occupational
shortage in New Mexico is for
nurses. Ninteen of tshe state's 32
counties reported a shortage of
both registered and licensed
practical nurses. The rca.son given
mo~t frequently is "lack of
qualified applicants."
Only Catron County in the
southwestern plains reported a
stnplu~ of nurses.
All occupations in health field~
arc expected to grow very rapidly.
This include~ the demand for
physicians, electrocardiogram and
elect rocnccphalograph technicians,
dental assistants and hygieni't~ and
veterinarians. Only the demand f;')r
pharmacists will increa<>e at a
;lower rate. It will continue to grow
;lightly nationally due to the in·
crca>ing number of hospital> and
laboratoric,. In New M e~ico,
however, the demand will level off
hetauo;,e moo;,! pharrnad<.l<. are
employed by drug stores rather
than hospitals and labs.
The bigge'it occupational <;urphl«
in the state is one of elementary and
secondary sehoul :eacher'·· S1~
counties reported there .,,ere more
teachers than po<;ition<;. (Jnh one
county, McKinley, reported a
shortage of teachers.
These reports are con<;istent with
national statistics. Joh<; in the
educational field are expected to
grow much more >lowly than the
national average. But prospects are
better in certain fieold>. <;uch as
math, natural and physical
)ciences, indus!nal arl>. <;pedal
education and techmcal-•ocational
subjects.
:'-rational e>Jergy need' will re<;ult
in e"<ten-;;ve de;elopment of
t!:";Ir~~~;::: ~..~:1.:! ,:.;y,:d d~po-:.ilr~, the
r~porti ~ta:ed. Sdenlifk re<;earch
mm hmou; energy <;OUrces is
ex~ected !.:> expand. This will
prmrJe ;oh opportunities for
engnteer.;;.
geoiP.P ... ts
and
~e~·)rh~qdo:;t..;, c;aid etonomi~t
1 'rMrle'
Lehman
of
the
i ':;ph•vrnent Security Com·
rtll"lon'' Rc1carch and Statistics
UIViSJOIJ,
"All job prospect.\ connected
with mining, oil and other forms of
energy are good for the next several
years,'' he said,
Cont. OtJ piigtl5
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Carter Invokes Taft-Hartley Act
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your
sweetheart
For the one you
love, do· it i,n style

Threatens to Punish Resistors

.~
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Remember

WASHINGTON-President
Carter invoked the Taft-Hartley
Act Monday to force striking coal
miners back to work and the administration threatened to punish
rank-and-file union leaders in a
court order is defied: ·
Carter announced the bold step
following rejection by a 2 to I
margin · Sunday of a proposed
settlement with the soft coal industry. The strike of 160,000

SUN GLASS HD'OTS
R~v-Bans,

Photo-Chrome,
· Gradi~nis, Mi'rrors., or Polarized.

Casey Optical Co.
Inn/ dt.Jor to ca.~ I'Y Mnoll 1Jr 1•11.

Lomas at Washington.
255-6329

is prevented, and that lives and
United Mine Workers union wage scale.
"If the law is defied ... then the property are fully protected."
members began Dec. 6.
Carter called the wage package in
"The coal strike is three months law provides for appropriate action
against
those
parties,"
a
White
the
rejected proposal "a generous
old," Carter said. "The country
House
official
said.
"That
action
one"
and said he "would percannot afford to wait any longer."
It could be 10 days or longer will be taken. Those who choose to sonally oppose any more liberal and
before a permanent injunction defy it, place themselves in inflationary wage settlement."
Congressional leaders supported
might be issued ordering the miners jeopardy of being punished."
He
added
that
such
action
would
Carter,
but initial response from
back to work. Already, many
miners indicated they would ignore include officers of union locals the coalfields was negative. ·
"We. hate to go against the
the order-as they have seveal times "and place in jeopardy not only the
national
treasury,
bifi
local
President
of the United States, but
before when past Presidents tried to
treasuries."
this is our way of life," said Joe
. force them to work without a
Carter
said
one
million
more
·
Hoskins, president of a UMW local
contract.
Americans
would
be
unemployed
a
in
Ohio. "They will not go back to
Carter said he would ask coal
month
from
now
if
the
strike
work.
There is just no way,
operators to pay the new wage scale
continues.
Bud." · Many miners vowed to
agreed to in the rejected contract as
He
said
he
had
asked
Attorney
disobey
any effort for force the8i
a~ inducement for miners to return.
General
Griffin
Bell
and
governors
back
to
work. Val Scarton,
Traditionally, a return to work
of
affected
states
"to
make
certain
president
of
District 2 in Pennwould be under the old contract
that the law is obeyed, that violence sylvania, called the Taft-Hartley

Lunchbreak Shooting·
Leaves Flynt Critical

When you're hungry and want a
good hearty meal, you want to?go to

LA. POSADA. ..
It's the place to go on campus for
a variety of full cou:rse meals, all
you can eat at one price.
Open 8 hrs./day

Mon.-Fri.
Inexpensive

Prices

6:45-9:00
9:00-9:30
10:30-1:30
4:30-6:30

Breakfast
Continental
L~nch

Dinner

1.75
1.00
-1.75

2.00

Lawrenceville,
Ga.-Larry
Flynt, the "born again" publisher
of Hustler magazine, and one of his
attorneys were shot and critically
wounded Monday on a streetcorner
during a recess in his obscenity
trial.
Flynt, 35, and Attorney Gene
·Reeves of Lawrenceville were
rushed into surgery after the
lunchtime shooting outside a
cafeteria and were still in the
operating room hours later.
A statement by Gwinnett County
Police said, "Two shots were fired,
one striking Mr. Flynt in the
· Stomacb.·Thc ""ctind bullet passed
through Mr. Reeves' right arm and
into his stomach."

New Mexico
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Todo_y's Special ~r
The Deli now has
Cheese ~ob_y Lob~.;._
Hamburgers
Fnes
~ and Cheeseburgers
Grilled to
Lo.rge Coke
~'
your order
$1.35
t? (After 3:00p.m. only)
Lower Level
!'";;'
Main Floor
['

~
:\c\v l\h::xico l Tn on Food Service
.

Acta "slave labor law."
A White House official said
President Carter does not intend to
seek legislation to seize the nation's
mines, an option that had been
considered seriously before the
miners turned down the contract.
As· required by law, the President
appointed a three-member board of,.
inquiry to review the strike
situation, which is expected to
report its findings back within 72
hours. Administration officials said
they expect to be. in federal court
seeking a formal restraining order.

Ski Special
'l'ruk 7-A:J)hyr Skl!i
~\.l)l)uluchJu lluotr.~

llottefc:lla llincUn~N
Glu'"t•ntCft;
'"'lonut
Jlot lfux
ltegnlur PrJee
•• ,~\('K~\.G~ ... JU(~·~

75.00
29.95
9.ii0
1.1.95
4.50
4.50
lll3S.40
SlOU.OO

Free Cross-Country
Skiing Cliuie
Mareh12

Mon.-Fri.
9:00-6:00

Sat.
9:00-2:00

New Location
to service UNM

1001 Tijeras NE

247-assa

operi 9:00 til?

1123 CENTRAL NE

Penn_St. Bonaventure_

881.-5223
6307 Meuanl l\TE

Missouri_Utah__

1

(

INC.~
401 Wyoming NE 265-7981
I

HOLMAN'S,

Louisville St. Johns

II.CCOK

Hair Design Studio

Terrorists
Plant Bombs
In Salisbury

1

·---------

1 let's Go lobos

LOL· LA· PA· LOO·ZA
$5.00 off on a
Hennalucent toner
& conditioner
with this ad.

• 72 bui It-in
functions
• Keystroke
programmability
• Full editing
capability
• 8 addressable
memories
• RPN logic
system with
4-memory stack

NUMBER 11N SPORTS

Cf

FINAL SKI
CLEARANCE

¥

ALL SKIS

1/2

(excepl packages)

BOOTS
AND SKI
CLOTHING

SALISBVRY, Rhodesia-Two
black vegetable vendors appeared
in court Monday on charges of
planting a series of bombs that
exploded in mailboxes and trashcans in downtown Salisbury and its
white suburbs over the weekend.
The blasts followed by 24 hours
the signing of an agreement by
Prime Minister Ian Smith and three
moderate black leaders on the
composition of a transition
government that excluded guerrillabacked militant forces.
A magistrate ordered Augustine
Nyerenyere, 26, and his cousin
Aggrey Nyerenyere, 23, held until
at least March 20 pending trial on
terrorism charges that could bring
sentences of death by hanging.

ORIGINAL PRICES

USE YOUR COOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGI:,
_vrsA OR At>~ERICAN EXPRESS.
H. COOK, WINAOCK, PHONE 083·6060

Detective Philip Nolan said
police were unsure what kind of
weapon was used, but were
assuming it was a handgun.
An alert was issued for a silver
late-model Camero but polic::e said
later they only wanted to talk to the
occupants about the shooting.
Walt Fielding, Assistant administrator at Button Gwinnett
Hospital, said ''there is no
prognosis at present" on the
chances for Flynt and Reeves
surviving.
Flynt's principal attorney,
Herald Fahringer, said "one man
Neither made any statement, but
ran up'"to Larry and just fired"
police
investigators said the men
after they had come out of the B&J
·admitted
planting seven bombs
Cafeteria a block south of the
courthouse in Lawrenceville, 30 Saturday on orders from black
nationalist guerrillas operating in
miles north of Atlanta.
Eastern
Rhodesia.
Flynt had spent part of the
The
two
suspects were picked up
morning testifying in his own
defense. The Columbus, Ohio, shortly after the blasts. One bomb
publisher-who claimed last fall was discovered and dismantled 20
that President Carter's evangelist minutes before it was set to go off.
sister had converted him into a Two exploded in a plastic trash can
"born again" Christian-is at a Salisbury shopping center and
charged with violating state ob- the vphur fvur Iuw up in mail vxus.
scenity laws with his Hustler Phure wuru no injuries.
Police said that starting Tuesday,
magazine.
a
6
p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew will be
A mistrial was immediately
enforced in a 43-mile-long belt of
declared.
white-owned farmland touching
surburban Salisbury at a point 12
, miles from the heart of the capital.
As part of the order, which does
not affect Salisbury itself, it will be
illegal to be more than 50 yards
from a dwelling during the curfew
AUCKLAND, New Zealan- hours. Motorists and security
d-No one can accuse Joseph Will forces on duty are exempted.
The agreement signed Friday
and Mary Hunt of marrying in
provides for the establishment of a
haste and repenting at leisure.
Will, of Los Angeles, Calif., and predominantly black transitional
his New Zealand fiancee, of government charged with leading
Wellington, New Zealand, whose the country to full black rule on
romance was interrupted by World Dec. 31.
The guerrilla-bacaked patriotic
War II, were finally married
front
is not party to the agreement
Monday after more than three
decades. It was the second marriage and has vowed to continue fighting
the government.
for both.

Open till 9 p.m. except Sal. & Sun.
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of view
A mtmb•r of the BSI family.

2706 Central S.E.

member FDIC

765··5230
(<i'1978 Joli. Schlitz Browfng Compo11y, Milwaukee, Wl.s.

Arkansas_Weber St._

Mich. St. _Providence_

USED BOOK SALE

The Just Right

We've gone to mefric·buy selected
paper- backs at 25c centimeter. ....!
Novels, Fiction, Academic, Reference
and more.

War Lovers
Rekindle
Romance

Sale ends March lOth

s B s~

__..

STUDENT
looK STORE
San Francisco_N. Caro.

After ••• place
Contest Rules
Each Tuesday ttie Dally Lobo will publish the Lobo
Basketball Contest for members of the University
community. To win, contestants must pick the win·
ner of each college game listed In each sponsor's
ad. In tha event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
the score of the Lobo game lisled al the bottom fell
hand corner of the page will win. Contestants are
llml1ed lo one entry per week. The completed page
comprises your entry form and it may be taken to
University Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Golden
Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; Tio VIvo Csshlers,
Main Floor oil he Slf!l: or I hey may be dropped off a1
the Dally Lobo. Winners will be announced In the
following week 1S contest. First place prize will be a
$25 gift cortlflcato, second place a $15 gift car·
llflcate and the third place prize will be a $5 gift car·
llflcato. Winners can pick up their gill certificates
• for one week following the announcement.
Decisions of the judges are final. Dally Lobo slalf
and affiliates are Ineligible. Deadline Is Thursday AI
5:00 .
.

Official

Entry Form
Name ________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
City-'--'-----Phone no.

UNMIDno-.-------

Week's
Winners

Charter Bus
Game Ticket
Lunch

1st: Margaret Merrick
2nd: G.W. Smith
3rd: Sandra Medina

March 11

Tie Breaker
Score:
UNM_
Cal. St. Fullerton_

Sports Tours
Phone Reservations Accepted

247-0126

UCLA_Kansas_

II

Big Valley Ranch Co.
8904 Menaul NE

299-9517

W.Kentucky_Syracuse_

Last
The Lobos Win The WAC
Follow Them To Tempe.

After the game. the perfect
last stop for
late dinner,
dancing
&a nightcap

~ , 4- Our speciality

~

BURGER

KING

itatian food

1\~l !;. Buon Appeteto
Member FDIC

Lobos!

All The Way

Lobos
5626 Moa,.';I.Bivd, NE 255-3040

Have it your way.,
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Ludutsky-Taylor said the to rise very rapidly, growing faster
Albuquerque job market for these than the average for all ocjobs is tougher than the national cupations. The single exception is
the demand for keypunch
one.
"The biggest employer of operators, which will decrease
graduates in the sciences is Sandia through the mid-1980s because of
Corporation; but because the work advances in other data entry
Is highly technical, -they usually techniques and equipment.
require appolicants with a doctonite", she explained.
In the area of banking and
Statewide, sne said, mining and ·
em p]oyment is expected to
finance,
energy-related fields have the most
increase
faster-411an
the average for
job opportunities.
occupations
through
1985.
all
Job prospects in all type'S of
engineering are expecteq to grow College graduates who meet the
much faster than the national standards for management trainees
average with the exception of · should find good opportunities for
aerospace engineering. The lemand entry positions, but competition for
for aerospece engineers ut!pends these posts is likely to be keen.
largely on government expenditures
on defense and space programs and
Ludutsky-Taylor said banks and
is expected to grow at the same rate
department store chains are the
as the national average.
Jobs in environmental scien- biggest recruiters of liberal arts
ces-geolog-y, geophysics, graduates.
biochemistry and life sciences-are
expected to grow more rapidly than
the national average due to the need
"They will usually hire people
for research for air. water and noise
pollution problems, to develop new with bachelor's degrees, regardless
sources of energy and to combat of their field, because the companies have their--own management
disease, the reports stated.
· Because of continuous advances training programs," she said.
in date-processing technology,
employment in this field is expected
For graduates wishing to remain
in New Mexico, there are shortages
of applicants for non-degree jobs
throughout the state. In Otero
County, there are not enough
barbers; in Sandoval County, there
is a shortage of uranium miners;
Sierra County does not have
enough masseurs and motorboat
mechinics; and there is a shortage
of Chinese cooks in Socorro
The Hispanic Engineering County.
Organization ·will hold its next
But if a graduate wants to be a
general meeting March 8 at 7 p.m.
in Room 306 of the Farris secreta.ry, office clerk, retail
salesperson or gas station atEngineering Service.
tendant, he had better look
elsewhere. Almost every New
Rufus Friedman of Mulliplex Mexcico county reported a surplus
Company and the School of of applicants for those jobs.
Holography in San Francisco will
give an illustrated public talk on the
holographic process on Wednesday
at 8:15 p.m. in Room 2018 of the
Fine Arts Center.
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The just-ended New Mexico Women's Forum cannot be ruled as a
-:-,· total flop. Like most forums, it had its ups and downs.
~
It started poorly Thursday under a cloudy sky and oft-howling winds.
ll.. But the winds were not only from the atmosphere, they also came from
the mouths of several politicans and the Rev. George (Jed) Smock.
UNFORTUNATELY FOR THE WOMEN, the good reverend stole
away a large portion of the crowd who would rather argue than listen to
campaign speeches.
The candidates for several state offices were invited to address the
forum on women's issues. Forum organizers said they hoped to pin the
candidates down on their stands on women's issues.
Instead, most of the candidates got away with making campaign
speeches and only a few in the crowd were able to ask them very much
about women's issues. The campaign rhetoric probably contributed to
the poor showing at the opening of the forum.
THINGS DIDN'T LOOK TOO ROSY on Friday either as some
minority women charged forum organizer P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia with
making racist statements about the minority women. That issue was
soon resolved, fortunately.
Aside from these controversies and mishaps, the forum seemed to go
fairly well and most women expressed the view that a healthy exchange
of ideas had taken place.
We were happy to see that the women have tried to keep burning the
fire, that was lit last year in Houston. Such public forums tend to encourage public involvement and help to further worthy causes of the
women's movement.

Cart~r Opens

Up

President Carter has invoked the Taft-Hartley Act in an effort toreopen the nation's coal mines which have been closed for 90 days by
striking workers. We applaud his action.
Carter has tried to avoid dreaded government intervention in the
strike by letting union and management representatives work out an
agreement. But when miners overwhelmingly rejected the latest offer
from the coal companies, Carter had to act- We believe he took the
right action.
PREDICTIONS ARE THAT THE STRIKE will force more power cuts
to millions of Americans and many more millions will be laid off as a
result of the energy shortage. The strike is already costing American
consumers a bundle in energy costs as power companies continue to·
buy expensive imported oil and out-of-state electricity,
The Taft-Harley Act has been used sparingly in recent years by
American presidents. The last time it was used was by President Nixon
during a 1971 dock workers strike. This is the way it should be.
Federal intervention in labor disputes is a poor way of solving things.
But we believe Carter had no other choice.
THE' PRESIDENT SHOULD ONLY intervene when it becomes absolutely necessary to protect the welfare of other Americans.
Such is the case in the mines.

Come Again
While we're thinking of it, we're not likely to see the likes of the
Rev. George (Jed) Smock again soon and that's too bad.
We join with many of the people who are appalled by the good
reverend's arguments and obnoxiousness when he preaches to a
usually vocal crowd.
WHAT IS HEARTENING ABOUT his speels, however, are the loud
and intelligent responses he often receives. No matter that he doesn't
listen to them and uses a rhetorical device to escape from the ones he
does hear, at least there's debate.
A complaint we often make about today's students is that they are
complacent and don't like to rock the boat. But there have been some
capsized ships on the mall since the Rev. Smock showed up.
If you listen to the arguments the students make, you realize they are
coming from deep-seated convictions and beliefs that the students
possess. The debate is often loud and sometimes approaches violence,
but so far no one has denied the reverend his right to free speech. And
that's a good thing. For no matter how crazy he preaches, he's got
every right to do it.

~-
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How Dry We Are
Editor:
Interesting. When I lived in the dorms, drinking was not allowed in
our rooms due to state law which prohibited alcohol on any state
premises. This was also the argument against serving beer in the
Student Union.
What is interesting is that now I find alcohol is being consumed on
University property by faculty, and that the University itself holds the
liquor license. True, "most other universities throughout the nation
h11ve [faculty] clubs," but most other universities also allow the
students their right to drink on campus. Yet still the students are
"86'ed" at UNM. Could this be a double standard• Could it be that no
one cares?
Douglas Lowell
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Opp_osite Effect
Editor:
A couple of strangely related events on campus last week provoked
the following response.
In the South SUB Ballroom a somewhat spontaneous group of "nonukes" people succeeded in helping to solidify industrial efforts for
Nuclear Power development. This bizarre, unanticipated move turned
what was billed as a debate into a semi-debacle; and when the dust
finally settled, the Westinghouse "pro-nukes" people got up, brushed a
bit off their essentially ·unsmutched duds, said to each other, "New
Mexico is full of fools. No wonder they want to dump the waste here,"
and walked away confident and smug with the knowledge that their life
style, opinions and facts had gone unchallenged. Yes, Westinghouse
won and the "no-nukes" people helped them.
It began with two of them making mallard-like sounds at one another
and continued steadily downhill with others jeering throughout. But
even worse, they lined up at the audience microphones and proceeded
to devote at least half of the debate time to themselves. Sure, there
were a few who were prepared with thoughtful questions, but many
were there for their-own personal aggrandizement and display, more
interested in hearing their own voice and idea, no matter how shallow
or trite. Yes, this was the true measure of their success ... the fact that
many had no questions at all, only self-righteous, apprehensive
statements accbmpanied by voice frequencies indicative of high
emotional involvement and uncertainty. The resulting accusatory
postures did nothing but further alienate the Westinghouse team and
take needed time away from Doctor Montague.
In fact, neither team got the time they deserved to comment to the
full extent of their information. The "no-nukes" people took it away
with the exasperating result of making the summary statements appear
introductory. Some of us were still waiting for the debate to begin
when time was called.
Earlier that same day, I listened to a person in the mall outside the
SUB attempting to communicat(' the same way the "no-nukes" people
did that evening. He was allegedly "pro-Christ" and "anti-Buddha,"
"anti·Muhammad'' and maybe "anit-everything else." His technique
was to libei, accuse, strike-out-at, condemn, badmouth, jeer and
scream. Was he trying to tell me this is what Christ taught? Maybe so.
But no one will probably ever really know because his bigotry, selfrighteousness and just plain arrogance prevented any communication
from taking place.
o Both above efforts produced results oppbsite from those intended.
People walked away from the man in the mall more convinced than ever
in their previously held beliefs. If they were Buddhists, then the
deepened chasm only made themmore sb. And, the Westinghouse
team members, rather than having undergone a severe test of their
fiiCts, beliefs and identities were, because of the widened gap, able to
walk away smirking, secure, assured and smugger than ever.
Damn.
Steve Smersh
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YOUNG, MY COUNTRY IS
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HERE IS TOO IMP'ORT:';..ANT FOR. IT 70
MAIN VAC4NT
fOR. LONG!

Dr. Madelyn Nasby will be
speaking on' Nutrition and
Pregnancy at the Southwest
Maternity Center located at 504
Luna Blvd. NW. The talk will be
held on March 8 at 7:36p.m.

I

Dr. Daniel Freedman, professor
of behavior sciences, University of
Chicago, will present a colloquium
on a socio-biological topic at 4 p.m.
in Michell Hall today and
tomorrow.
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Laurie
Anderson,
a
photographer from New York, will
give an illustrated public talk on her
work today at 8 p. m, in Room 2018
of the Fine Arts Center.

\

The New Mexico TESOL will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room
231 E of the SUB. Dr. Dean Brodke
will report on the UNM Intensive
English Program.
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by Garry Trudeau

I

The
Graduate
Student
Association (GSA) has allocated
$300 to the Fiesta Committee.
David Shaw, representative from
the Fiesta Committee, said
Saturday the fiesta for April 26-28
was not budgeted previously
because "it is kind of known as a
blow out."
However, one GSA member said
the Fiesta was not budgeted because
it was not represented at the budget
hearings last year.

Panel Discusses
Battered Wives

For years battered women have had no recourse or shelter other than
family and friends. Often those were not available because of the intense shame and humiliation their situation put them in. Fortunately,
the situation of battered wives is coming to national attention in an
attempt to provide shelter and assistance for these women.
Phil Chacon of the Albuquerque Police Department, Attorney Susan
Conway, and two women with experience as battered wives attended the
women's Forum as the Battered Women Workshop panel.
Mrs. X, a part-time worker at the rehabilitation center, has been
deprived of everything she had, including permanent alimoney from her
first husband and a trust fund for her son from that marriage. The case
will be heard by the State Supreme Court, but a reversal of the decision
looks doubtful.
Through Legal Aid a woman whose income is low enough can be
helped by specialists in domestic affairs.

Concerts
~ THE

BOB

WEIR

90~1

BAND

Special Guest

Tuesdny, Feb. 28
7:30 p.m.-Can the Market
Sustain an Ethic, pt. 2: "Ethics,
Financial Trust and the Market."
9 p.m.-The Home of Happy
Feet:Foot Iappin' country and fold
sounds.
KUNM News at 9 a.m.® 5 p.m.
UPI News at I, 6, 8, II a.m., I
and 9 a.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.

1J0l'CE'JTE

uvv

WEIR OF THE GRATEFUL DEAD
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
March 20, 8:00P.M.

Join the

Tickets $5.00 General Admission

PEACE CORPS
277-5907

Tickets now on sale at the following Ticket master computerized

offices:
THE GENERAL STORE, Ill A Harvard SE and 8117 Menau\ NE, L.P. GOOD BUY
Eubank and Candelaria and 3701 Central NE. H. COOK SPORTING GOODS,
Winrock Center, UNM STUDENT UNION AND POPEJOY IIAI.l..

Do It Yourself!
The No B.S.
Mushroom Growing Kit

Iso-2
Regular

tt79.50
Now

$149.95

.................................................
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1 INKOS·I
I 'ODAK I
I1 FILm SALE 1
I
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Me? NOWAY!

Fiesta Group
Gets Funds
From GSA

(

~~JI'a Be\\~

Transforms Low Grade Stash
Into High Powered Pot

$15.00

General
Store
111 Harvard
8117 Menaul
S.E~

(across from UN
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across from Hoffmantown
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NCAA Tourney Set

The· JGzz of Pat Rooney
By BILL ROBERTSON
Wh t
b'll d · · "
·
a ..was 1. e , as .a se~10r
compositiOn recital Fnday mght
at 1\eller Ha_ll,actually turned ou~ to
be. an .exci.tmg attempt: usmg
van.ous media, to co~mumcate the
fee~mgs expressed m verse by
Chilean poet Pablo Neruda.
Senior music major Pat Rooney,
m
collaboration
with
choreographer Joyce Mills,
assembled a collage of jazz,
chamber music, dance and solo
clarinet to illustrate Neruda's
poem, "America, I Do Not Call
Your Name Without Hope."
For Rooney, the presentation
was partial fulfillment of his
graduation requirements for the
"Experiment
in ']eWiJilf. "Leaf"ning

degree of Bachelor of Mu · ·
· ·
SIC m
Theory and Composition, Rooney
composed the music for the dance
choreographed by Mills, which
illustrated·Neruda's poem, and also
a solo clarinet piece performed by
UNM music graduate Alfredo
Lopez.
.T?e evening's fare began with a
mm1-concert by a six-piece jazz
ensemble, featuring Rooney on
bas.s. The band performed numbers
by John Coltrane, Charles Mingus
and Chick Corea, among others.'
Musicians included Leslie Smith on
vibra-phone, Chris Jennings on
re.eds, Tomas White on drums, Ken
P1erson on 1he keyboards and
Mikkel Kelly on guitar.

<il"

present

~" ASUNM Speakers.

y

111

Committee

DA.&RUN.O BETTELHifaM
CJ"opic:
(])ild "Development in c.Amertca @in tlf.e "Kibbutz

iii'lllmm~~~!ii@JJ®~. M~li«~:l~ llltUIIIID.,=~~fm
l\)lll!IJjl il€dlll~@l@lllli1il

$2,50 GENERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS

Tickets On Sale Now at the Po~ejoy & SUB Box Offices
&all Tlcketmaster Locations

Now Open
WyomingMaH
294-3072
Quality Plants
The Lowest Prices

SPECIAL SALE
Areca Palms

Rubber Plants

2268·C Wyoming NE/Albuquerque, N.M./87112 I ph. 505·294·3072

10% Discount To UNM Students With 10

Aft

1
er a s ow start the band
·
' ·
quickly. warmed to "Naima," a
Coltrane tune with an airy solo by
Jennings on tenor sax. ''My
Favorite Things," a well~known
melody written by Rodgers, of
Rodgers and Hammerstein fame,
was performed next. It began
slowly, then abruptly shifted
tempo, eventually blending into a
<?harles Mingus blues piece,
ushered in by.. another Jennings
solo, entitled "'Goodbye, Pork Pie
Hat." The salsa-like "La Fiesta," a
Chick Corea composition, ended
this phase of the night's program.
"Interstices for Solo Clarinet," a
three-movement Rooney composition, was performed next by
clarinetist Alfredo Lopez. Alone on
stage, Lopez was constantly
moving, appearing at times like he
would follow the notes emanating
from his instrument and drift up to
the rafters. Lopez adjusted well, as
a solo performer, to the peculiar
acoustics inherent to the piece.
The .''visual sound poem"
followed a short intermission.
While a chamber ensemble played
the Rooney-composed score, Mills'
dancers interpreted Neruda's poem,
a passionate plea for cooperation
among the peoples of the Americas.

With exception of the MidAmerican Conference champ, the
1978 NCAA Division (post-season
cvllege·basketball playoff slots have
been filled wiht competition in the
32-team field getting underway
Saturday, March 11.
Four teams: Bowling G~reen,
Central Michigan, Miami of Ohio,
or Toledo will represent the MAC
and
play
Marquette
in
Indianapolis.
In the East Regional, Athletic
Coast Conference champ Duke will
face Rhode Island in Charlotte,
N.C. and Southern Champ Furman
will battle Indiana in the other first
round game in Charlotte.
The other first round games in
the east to be played in Philadelphia
will be Ivy League champ Penn-

. }.
That wild and cmazy guy, Steve ffiattln, will appeat In Johnson Gym Rptlll. By Ptess time monday, the
PEC tepotted. they had sold nearly 1000 tickets for
the perlormance.
.

Ctosby & Russel Tops

By JANE QUESNEL
During
a
period
of
two
hours, Kathryn Crosby and Tony Russel aged
"We were trying to create
25
years
in
Bernard
Slade's
play Same Time, Next Year. Playing to a
something stimulating with this
Sunday
in
Popejoy
Hall, Crosby and Russel worked together
sellout
crowd
experimental combination of
,
different media," Rooney said. as a fine team in this brilliant two character comedy.
Doris
and
George
are.a
couple
who
meet
in
1951
and
commit
adultery
"We wanted to say more with the
in
a
country
inn.
Incredible
circumstances
bring
them
back
to the
one
night
total effect than we could with any
same inn, on the same weekend away from their individual spouses, in
one part. I'm very pleased what is certainly one of the strangest love affairs ever.
everyone learned a lot."
Act 1 covers the years 1951, 1956, and 1961, while act 2 follows with
!
965,
1970 and 1976. The passing of time is marked only by subtle changes
PREGNANT··
m the room and the aging of the actors. The scenes are linked with
AND
recordings of hit songs, television clips and political and sports events, as
the
play moves through the years, creating an effective ·atmosphere of
DISTRESSED?
"Remember when ... " for the audience.
Reach for hope
The funniest scene is the 1961 segment. George has been eagerly awaiting
his meeting with Doris and trusting it to effect a cure of his impotence. The
call247-9819
date finally arrives, only to bring a eight-month pregnant Doris to the
rendezvous. The situation becomes hysterical as Doris goes into labor a
month early and George is forced to deliver her baby. Crosby's acting is
mixed with the voice of experience. Here is an actress who knows exactly
what motherhood is all about.
In the final segment, George's wife dies, and deeply in love with Doris as
he has been for 25 years, he asks her to marry him. Although Doris has
dreamed of the day this would happpcn, her husband is a heart attact
victim and she refuses to leave him. They can do no more thasn pledge to
continue meeting each )(ear for their one moment of happiness.
All in all, "Same Time, Next Year" is an excellent production. The
aging of the two stars is so perfect that makeup alone cannot be credited
for the portrayals. Crosby and Russel work well together or apart and light
comedy is certainly a field in which they can both claim professional status.

Financial Aid

Summer 1978 *, Fall-Spring 1978-79
Deadline for completed forms is
April!, 1978
Cot;ne by the o~fice and pick up your forms today.
~ail the forms Immediately to C.S.S. in Berkeley to
Insure that the completed forms will be at UN:r.A's
Financi~l Aid qffice by April I, 1978.

*The only financial aid available this summer will be work-study
and NMSL.
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IS YOUR FUTURE
IN THE AIR?
The United States Navy is presently screening applications for the largest flight classes in nearly three
years. Both -pilots and naval flight officers are needed.
Besides the advent of several new fleet aircraft, two
new training aircraft have also been added. If you are
interested .in more information on this elite aviation
program and meet the following qualifications, contact LT Tim Watson at (505) 766-2335 collect.

1. Age - under 26 years
2. Education - working towards or possess
at least a baccalaureate degree.
3. Physical qualifications - Good health
and 20/20 vision (correctable to 20/20 for
Naval Flight Officers).
4. Screening Test - Qualifying scores.
5. Screening Flight - as part of your pro·
cessing, a screening flight will be includ·
ed (aerobatics upon request).
The Navy An Equal Opportunity Employer

sylvania against St. Bonaventure
and East Coast Eastern Athletic
Assocation winner Villanova wili
tangle with LaSalle.
In the Midwest Regional,
Missouri, winner of the Big-8
conference takes on Western
Athletic Conference runnerup Utah
in Wichita, Kan. Missouri Valley
champ Creighton is matched
against DePaul, Southwest Conference champ Houston plays
Notre Dame, and Metro-7 champ
Louisville takes on St. John's to
round out the Midwest NCAA first
round action.
ln the Mideast Regional, Big-10
champ Michigan St. plays
Providence, Ohio Valey champs

MaJch 11
Mb:i.!

The Roadrunners of New Mexico
State were run over by a 77-69 score
and the Miners of Texas-E) Paso
were struck 42-38 by the UNM
women's basketball team, as the
Lobos clinched a spot in the
Intermountain Conference regional
tournament Friday and Saturday.
"We just couldn't hit," Lobo
coach Kathy Marpe said of the
UTEP game.

W

End

New Mexico's wrestling and
swimming teams finished out
their Western Athletic Conference seasons over the
weekend at each sports conference finals.
-,
In WAC wrestling, Brigham
Young captured its second
straight wrestling ·crown with
I 01 points to second place
Arizona State's 63.
The remaining places were
Arizona third with 55 3/4
points, Wyoming fourth with 38
112 points, Colorado State fifth
with 24, New Mexico Sixth with
22 3/4 and Utah in last place
with 13 112.
.In WAC swimming, The
Arizona Wildcats captured their
fourth straight swimming title
The Lobos tankers of coach
Sam Jones finished last in the
league with 79 points.

"Every time we went down the
court, we'd get a traveling call or a
three-second violation," Marpe
said.
UNM finished out its conference
season with a third-place finish and
an 11-2 record. They lost their first
two contests to Utah and Brigham
Young, but won their last II.
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The games gave UNM its first :
loss of the season as they now post '
a 3-1 record, while the Rebels '
currently stand at 8-3.
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The New Kid In Town

nabbed four. UNM also turned
over three double players 'behind
second-bagger Kyle Rutledge.
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J,lreakfast Lunch & Boogie

Baseball Team
Splits in 'Vegas
In the second game the Rebels
blasted out five runs in the eighth
inning to pace their win. The Lobos
also handed UNLV six unearned
runs on six errors on the mudridden field.

I

T~rmusu

IMid-Am~rloan C~ni~r~ncc

K~ntuc•y

lls~ronl

115-151

Mat<!Uafl& 124 31

In the West Regional, Qwhich.
sports five of the nation's Top-10
schools, - PAC-9 winner UCLA
tangles with Kansas, Big Sky champ
Weber St. plays Arkansas, West
Coast Athletic champ San Francisco meets North Carolina, and
WAC champs New Mexico goes up
against Cal. St.-Fullerton.

Brigham Young took first with a
perfect 13-0 record and Utah lost
only to BYU while getting their 12-1
second place finish.
Sixth-person Cindy Fischer led
UNM in scoring with 12 points in
the low-scoring game.

PIJrdu•

Syncuu 1:1.2·51

fl~rido

Lobo center Carol Moreland
continued her domination of the
boards getting 19 against UTEP
and 23 against New Mexico State.
"They (UTEP) play a sloppy
game. We got into playing their
type of game, sloppy. We were
trying, but its hard to play good
against a team like that," Marpe
said.
The Lobos held a 24-11 half-time
lead, but saw it dwindle as UTEP
scored eight unanswered points in
the second half to make a contest
out of it.
UNM now travels to Ogden,
Utah for the regional tournament,
Friday and Saturday.

MIDEAST REGIONAL

Sr 123 41

""
Provldaoce 124·71

Fems Win Two

Season's

The UNM baseball team completed two of its scheduled four
games against the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas in the rainand
cold this past weekend.
The Lobos came away with a
split of the two games on Friday,
winning the operner 5-4 and losing
the second game 11-6. Both games
on Saturday were postponed.
In the first game the Lobos were
led by Rob Hoover and Moe
Camillie who threw a four hitter
between the two.
The winning run for the 'Pack
came in the eighth inning when
John Cifelli tripled and John
Konitzer's grounder brought him
home.
The hustlin' Rebels didn't live up
to their names as they didn't steal a
base in the game, while the Lobos

1978 National Collegiate Basketball Championship

Western Kentucky take on
Syracuse, Marquette plays the
MAC champ and number one
ranked Kentucky, Southeast
Con f.er'ence champ, takes on
Florida St. First round games will
be in Indianapolis and Knoxville,
Tenn.
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TYPING EXPERIENCED,

PERSONALS

MANUSCRIPTS,

bulletins, !eases, appraisals, le,sal, medical, (:all 266·
4770.

CONTACTWI1? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical <;ompany. 255-8736
tfo
ACCURATE .INFORMATION ABOUT con-

03/10

PROFESSIONAL T'Y.P-IST. IBM Selectric.·
Ouarnnteed accuracy. Reasonable rates, 298-7147.

IRISH-AFGHAN PUPPIES! Vt Irish Seller, \1
Afghml Ho1111d. 7 gold¥n pups with bl~ck masks, 2
solid blacl~ pups .. All with curly hair! Puppy shots
5!nrted. 242-97 I 5, 262-0963,
03/09
BUY THEM NOW, white T-shirts only, 2 for 1;75 at
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across
from campus, 266-6872.
03/10

03/10

real estate/financial module, Brand new with

traception, sterilh:atic;':n, abortion, Right to Choose,

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing aSsistance.

294-0111.

265-1\64.

warranty. 242-0600,
03/07
'66 VOLVO WAGON. E}(cc\lent condition, Best
offer. Call Penny, 255-9100.
03/08

.

04/28

DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro's Pizza will d~liver
sandwiches, pizza, salads to your desk at lunch time.
Call268-2300.

03/09

DORMS, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro;s Pizza a call for delivery of ils ramous pizza,
sandwiches, aild salads, 268-2300.
03/09
GUITAR LESSONS. Introductory lesson free. Folk,

cia.sslcal or rock, Experienced t~:nchc:r. Private
lessons. Call Marc at L & M Music Studio 247~8158.
tfn

HAPPY BIRTHDA 'Y LINDA. I love you. Chu,ck.
03/07
SCHOLA~SHIPS

FOR STUDY in South America,
UNM's Andean Center, information 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2636.
03/08

INSTEAD OF THE mindless sc}( and violence of TV,
come absorb tasteful id display in ''Acts of Passion,.,
6 one-m;:ts March 5-8. 8 pm in UNM's Experimental
Theatre. Tickets only $\,SO at the Fine Arts Box
Office.
03/08
CORRECTION!! '~ACTS OF PASSION'' runs
March 7 & 8 and not March 9 as slated in March
Culender. Sec ad above.
03/08
IF YOU'VE HAD any problems with library fines
call us. The LOBO news tip hot line 277-5656. 03/07
PERRY 1S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE Deliver;
Caii843-975D. Try our fresh salad and slice specials.
03/08

DIVERS DO IT DEEPER! Special meeting!! Room
180, Johnson Gym, 7:30pm, 3/8178.
03/08
HAPPY BIRTHDAY N1FFER. Love, The Guys.
03/07

SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned's. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy
Hounl\ Ned's.
03/07
DO YOU SMELL a rat? Call the LOBO News Tip
03/10
Hotline, 217-5656.

.

03/27

PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS Box no. corrcctioo ~nd
pu\ PYRAMID POWER to work for you With a
Pyramid Power flat. No one knows why pyramid
power works, but it does. Improve learning ability,
learn to relax and energize yourself. Instruction/suggestions Included. Send !)9c plus two l3c
stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
something similar to CV 1 Box4177l, Chicago, 60641.

03/20

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 Columbia SE.
03/10
ROOMMATE WANTED, FgMALE preferred, J.
bd'rm apt. in NE. $100 including utilities plus onethird deposit, Swimming pool, etc. Ca\1883-1]927.

LOST & FOUND

$320.00. Call268-1637,

03/07

tfn
03/31

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorinl system. Technical, general, legal; medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric} and

now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.

tfn

GUI'iAR LESSONS OFFERED by guitar major.
Designed to your interest. Sr. Ojeda. 277·2324, 2436343.

03/08

23RD STREET RUNS Into Heaven Books. Bookfinder. Jtine editions for the collector, or the arcane
hard-to-find. Henry Miller, Kenneth Patchen, Wm.
Burroughs, Kcrouac. De Laclos• 11 Les Liaisons
Dangercuses," Black Sun. 175. 843·6396 after 12.
Man-Sat.
03/07
AIKIDO LESSONS MARTIAL Art and Meditation.

First lesson free. Sandia Judo Clubs. Saturday 9!00
03/08

1 Partly:

03/20

EMPLOYMENT

C.L.U., 883-5360.

03/08

ROOMMATE, BEAUTIFUL HOUSE in Corrales-·
non-smoker, prefer graduate student, late twenties.
$145. 898-7798.
03/08
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-Bdrm apt,

$95/mo. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call Talya
256-1235.

03/09

RM FOR RENT, gay only, $120/monlh, furnished,
bills paid. Share with another gay. Call John at 2561841, keep trying.
03/09
NE, 2 BEDROOM, $125, large yard, kids, pets
allowed, no leil'iC, 262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/10

WARM FlREPI.ACE, LOVELY 3 bedroom, Fenced
yard. Patio, kids, $175. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
03/10

fcc.

03/10

FOR SALE

SERVICES

Call PENM 842-5200.
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.

ACROSS

condition. Excellent intermediate kite. 268·1522,

BCMC. Cal\266-0310.

5.

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.

TO DAY'S. CRO.SSWDRD PUZZLE

4054, 265-3225.
03/20
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHAWK, good

PART-TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3
bedroom house. Nor~-smoking. Close to UNM.
LOST SATURDAY NITE at Cale Concert at Golden
ASAP 268-0183 after 5. .
03/10
Inn, brownish rust dachshund cross, CALL 266-2543.
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Fxcel\cnt food Ina
Reward. Answers to Shacker.
03/07
limit). Private and doubl~ rooms. Mald service. 303
FOUND NEAR TACO Villa, Labrador puppy,
03/07
female. 883-1465 artcrS:OO pm.
03/07 · Ash NE, 243-2881.
RI!WARD FOR GOLD warch lost 2/28/78. Sentimcntnl value. Ca11268·6306.
0'3/09
FOUND NEAR CENTRAL and Washington
1976 PlAT 131, 5-spccd, low mlleaee, excellent,
shepherd puppy about6-8 mos. Call292- 1323. 03/08.
condition, many extras. Call Barr)' 877-7881. 03/09
FOUND; BI-FOCALS in SE parking lot UNM.
VIMENTAL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,
Claim in Marron Hall Rm. lOS.
03/07
J:lCcellcnt condilion, $600. Ca11266-8142.
03/13
BICYCLES: NEW SHIPMENT of ISO Bertin
bicycles. Pre-season sale prices, $189 and up. R.C.

3.

$2.50 GENERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS
.
Th::kets On Sale Now at the Popejoy & SUB Box Off ices
& all Ticket master Locations

03/20

TWO WO\viEN SEEK third to share house ncar

BIKE TO SCHOOL. Ft'ur co1.y rooms, fenced for
kid'i and pets, $100. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss

03/20

'M CHEVY BELAIR, 4-door, body, motor good
condilion, good mlleage, new tires, needs brakes.
$250 or best offer. Call277-4488.
03/20
StJPER TUNE-UPS, $10, you buy parts, Bob 265-

6.

Hallett's, 843-9378.

YAMAHA SPINET PIANO, still
walnut finish~ like new, 344-0720.

tfn

warrantecd,
03/08

PRAKTICA LLC 35SLR pcntacon/EE 50/1.8 $85:

WA Len!i, tele/mie adapter, fillers. Call 266-8117
eves.
03/08
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Sansui Receiver, 4way speakers, casscllc recorder, 1urn1able. New
ractory warrantie5. Take over small monthly
paymen". 268-4393.
03/0B
RED 'KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER with at·

tachments. New factory warranty. Commercial
motor, $S monthly or $69 cash. No interest. 2665871.
03/08
OVER $15,000 DOLLARS in used sewing machines.
Singer, Elna, Viking, Necchl, Phaff, just to name a

;'

03/14

OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, elc. All fields, $500-$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. free information. Write: BHP Co., Bo)( 4490, Dept. ND,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
03/10
PXRT-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. ol<.l.
Apply in person, no phone calls please, Save-Way
LiqUor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SS 16 Mcnaul NE.
03/10

Kampground. Housing plus salary. 863-5021. 03114
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE 10 sell display ndvcrti.~ing for N.M. Daily LOBO. Must have car.
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133.
tfn
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wage~.

medium tips, nights and weekends. Sec Frank
nt Rl.'ly's Place, 5914 Centra!, 266-7807. Must be 21.
03/13
ADDITIONAL,. DANCERS AND projectionists
needed. Flexible hours. Apply Kiva Theater 1202
Cerural ~W, 242-2463.
03/10
ADDRESS ENVELOPES AT horne. $800 per month
possible. Any age or location. See ad under
Miscellaneous. Triple ''S",
03120

TRAVEL

INTERNATIONAL

CHARTER

50 Venerable
51 Lawford, et

al, Ia pals

Prefix
5 Jagged
10 Hue
14 Island near
Ireland
1 5 Radio tube
gas
16 Voice

52 Signifies

1 7 ----- -----

641X

FLIGHTS

available! Eurailpasses, travel irlformation at lTC,
•55-6830 9am-6pm.
03/17
SPECIAL ALBUQUERQUE-JUAREZ bus trip.

Departs March II. $30.00 round trip, $20.00 o11e
way. Cal\ lTC 255-6830.
03/17
CHARTERED BUSSES TO Reglonals in Tempe.

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
~,.,.,.,r-:-t

56 Shooting

star

60 Holland

product

61 Made to be

12 Celestial

40 Steered for
body
shore: 2
13 Haul
words
18 Genuine
44 Remote
22 Was con46 Fated
cerned
48 Most ex24 Fisherman
treme
25 Stops talk49 Leavings
ing: Slang: 2 52 Haunts
words
53 Rewrite
27 Artie and
54 Zola navel
George B.
28 Ism
55 China:
29 Lariat
Comb. form
31 Acknowledg<l 57 Nigerian na32 Bull: Prefix·
tive: Var.
33 Parks a·nd
58 Auto
RLS
pioneer
character
59
Relaxation
36 Actor----62 Clique
Cochran
63 Sweet--39 Marsh bird

03/08

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed Lay~A·Away.
Color television. Brand new guarantee. No down
payments. Small monthly payments till balance is
paid off. 266-5871,

03108

NO DOWN' PAYMENTS. One only. Tappan
Micro\\13\lc, browning element, adjustable sl1elves,
r;or informntion268-4394.
03/08

01
HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone

COPIES_
Overnight
·3 1/2cea

-~

4csameday
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Eent. SE 268-8515

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Da_ily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the headmg
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
. Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed

$•:.."_ _ _

Wednesday, March 8, 1978

Placed by ------Telephone~~-_:_~--

Ability
Stressed
By Media
By JANE QUESNEL

LOBO Staff Writer
The "Women in Media"
workshop was hosted by members
of
the
media,
including
photographer Barbara Gluck and
UNM Voices executive producer
Jan ice Nichols.
While Nichols and Gluck gave
optimistic encouragement to
women interested in all areas of the
media, they stressed. the need for
competency and excellence in a
craft.
"People are leaning over backward to hire women," said Gluck,
"but it (working for the media)
takes hard work, dedication and
integrity."

few, Ridiculously low prices from SIS. All guaran·
teed. 268-4394.

DAILY

1

I

Marron Flail, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

The fourth-ranked Lobos will
be leaving at 3:30 p.m. today
from the Albuquerque International Airport. The Lobos
will be flying to Tempe, Ariz.
where they will meet Cal State - Fullerton, their first opponent
in the NCAA championship.

New Mexico.

.I

CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips 589.9.5 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
roam comrort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-ycar
·guarantee; $89,95. 3407 Central NE, 25.S-2289. 04/04
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800
per month po.'isible. Ofrer-·dctails, send name to:
Triple "Su, 69lJ-l:-9 Hrghway 138, Pilton Hills, Ct\
I

'

-

MISCELLANEOUS

92372.

i

<

lttcludes game ticket and lunch. Leaving Friday,
March 10. For more information and reservations,
call Sport~ Tours, 247-0126.
03/09

8.

"

-

thrown
away

mail
65 Arrow
1 9 Ending for
poisons
helio or
66 Dozes
hydro
67 African
20 Complete
village
21 Metric unit
68 -----home:
23 Fooled
Out
26 Wrongful:
69 Trial run
Prefix
27 "Dere MaDOWN
bie" author
30 Momentary
1 Free from
"pause
danger
34 Inheritor
2
Emerald Isle
35 Leconte de
3
Emporium
-----: Fr.
4 One in the
poet
know
37 24 hours
5
Other than
38 Set of
memorabilia 6 Relative:
Abbr.
39 Fitted with
7
---par with
bedding
8 Intoxicated:
41 Sludge
Siang
42 Rainy
9
Musical
43 Pithy
group
44 Fatal
45 Game sites· 10 Toronto's
Cas a Lama,
4 7 Soft palate
e.g.
inflamma11 Can.prov.
tion

COUPLES SUMMER WORK, Gallup KOA

7.

••

~lim l ml liml«~~nl~ lu~ l@rmJ

:;INGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
still under warranty, Has push buuon bobbin winder,
blindhems, does computerized buttonholing, Also
has hU1ldrcds of fancy :.titches. Regul:arly $800, now

Man Gassed b Fumes

A UNM garbage collector was overcome by chemical fumes for the
second time in a year, while throwing out trash from· the chemistry
building, Tuesday.
Warren Smart, 25, collapsed near the Psychology building, minutes
after he left the chemistry trash room, co-workers said.
He was taken by a city rescue squad to the Bernalillo County Medical
Center where he was treated and released.
·
·,
The other two garbage collectors, Fred Woods and Andy Baca, said they
were not affected by the fumes.
· Smart first collapsed in June 1977 after breathing toxic fumes released
after botiles containing chemicals were broken while being thrown into the
garbage truck.
Thomas Aragon, safety specialist with the Campus Safety office, said
that Smart's collapse this time was caused by fumes that had been absorbed into the unventilated trash room and not because of stored
chemicals broken open while being disposed.
He said that the chemistry department's policy, made after Smart's first
collapse, was that chemicals must be emptied before the containers are
'
thrown away.
''We have determined that the next step is to install a grill on the door of
the trash storage room for ventilation," Aragon said.
Dr. Guido Daub, chairman of the chemistry department, said he
. J
·••...
doubted that the garbage collector was affected by the fumes which had
been in the trash room a long time, but that another notice would be put up
Warren Smith, 25, a UNM garbage collector is taken to Bernalillo Coqnty Medical Center by rescue
to reinforce the policy of not storing chemicals in that room. A notice is
workers
Tuesday. Smith collapsed from gas inhalation after he emptied garbage from the chemistry
presently displayed on the trash room door prohibiting waste chemicals in
building trash room.
the room.

YllillWWII@J«<Ih~~ M«~~n&~lllillll~~llil.($):~~~mfnl

t972 SUPERBEETLE, SUNROOF, AM/FM S-

$150 cash. 294-4488,

oo'~Garbage

~

'Topic'
@"ild "Devel 0 pmenr in cfimertca /!Pin tfLe "Kibbutz

track, bike and ski racks, E:t!:cellenl condition, great
MPG's. 243-0888,

~~/l?F

Committee

DA. BRUMO 8ETT1ElHEI1M

03/13

3-BDRM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpet, immaculate
condition, close to UNM. stove & refrigerator,

fcc.

2.

,present

WATERBED: MATTRESS, FRAME, pedestal,
liner, $125.268-8536, 881-3874:'
03114
Tl 58 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR with

+

~;5/!!16hemistry Trash Room

ASUNM_ S~eakersll· .

&'•

"Exper1ment
in 'jewl,st,_ "Lea f"ning

131'1":1!\L
lt}(lU.l!:CTION~

Gluck, who spent four years in
Vietnam as a photographer for the
New York Times, had no particular
problems because of her sex.
"Once I proved I could hold up
my weight," she said, "there was
no question as to what I could or
couldn't do."
"The most important thing," she
added, "is to take personal
responsibility and be excellent at
what you do, as well a~ being a little
visionary in your approach to
things.''
Nichols stated that 95 percent of
the camera people at KNME-TV
are women, and that National PBS
anti other major stations are
looking for competent women to
hire.
''There is no mystique to doing
television,
or
writing
for
newspapers," said Nichols.
"A lot of people don't understand what it is to be a writer.
Degrees aren't always the answer;
writing is a skill. Some people can
develop it, some just have it
naturally.
"You should not say 'Hire me
because l'm a woman,' but 'Hire
me because I'm competent and
conscientious. I'll be at work on
time and I'll give you a full day's
work for an honest day's pay.' "

Fullerton· Coach Praises
Nationally-Ranked Lobos
Racnking·s

The 21-8 Titian's main forcce
is 6-6 senior foward Greg
Bunch. Bunch was the Pacific
AP
Coast Athletic Association's
(PCAA) most valuable player
I. Kentucky
when he was a sophomore and is
2. UCLA
now averaging 15.6 points and
3. Marquette
7.9 rebounds a game,
4. DePaul
"This is the best team that's
Related story page 3
5. NEW MEXICO
been here since I've been here,"
6. Michigan St.
Dye said. "Our plaY.ers are very
7 • Arkansas
anxious to begin NCAA play.
play in its basketball tour8. Duke
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Car Hits, Kills Student
A UNM freshman was killed in a hit and run accident while attempting to cross Mesa Vista. He was
near University sorority and fraternity houses with
two friends, police said.
Martin Paul Terry, 18, was killed at about 1:30 a.m.
Sunday. The two women with h;m were Iiot injured.
Police arrested a UNM junior, William W.
Beaumont, 21, and charged him with vehicular
homicide and leaving the scene of an accident with

injuries.
Police said Beaumont allegedly was tjle driver of the
car headed west on Mesa Vista "at a high rate of
speed.'' They said the driver apparently lost control of
the car, careened into a parked car, hit Terry and
continued west, striking two more parked cars.
The automobile was found at University and
Tuc' ~r. N.E., and after a search, police said they
disco~ered Beaumont hiding in a ditch.
,,

Women
Educated
On Rape
By JANE QUESNEL

LOBO Staff Writer
The Houston resolution on rape
contains two very important points.
The first states that a victim's past
sexual behavior cannot be used as
evidence against her. The second
calls for an amendment to the
criminal sex code, allowing a
spouse to be sued for sexual assault.
Mary Adams Trujillo, a
representative of the Rape Crisis
Center, and Libby Atkins, a
prosecutor for the district attorney's office, were among those
who met to educate forum participants on rape and on the
Houston proposals.
The Rape Crisis Center was
begun in 1973 by a group of women
interested in rape who felt it was
important they do something about
it. The Center serves as an
educational facility, as well as
aiding the sexual assault response
team in providing assistasnce to the
rape victim immediately after
assault, during hospitalization and
throughout any legal action.
Atkins sid that those who commit
sexual assault are the worst type of
repeat offenders.
"They're just creeps for the most
part," she said. "It's the only way
they can get it, and they get the
people who can't defend themselves. Rape is not a sex act, it's a
total power trip and a total
humiliation.''
Both Atkins and Trujillo praised
the Albuquerque Police Department as "true professionals."
"Their rape detectives are excellent and the evidence gathering
meticulous," said Atkins.
Often the district attorney's
office is unwilling .. , prosecute if
they feel they cannot win.
"Sometimes it's hard to take a
case into the courtroom," Atkins
continued. "A four-year-old tends
to go in there and cry. Usually the
earliest age for a child is !0 or 11
before you can be succesful with
them as witneses.''
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